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a b s t r a c t
Effective incident management system requires quantifying non-recurring congestion and
detecting a secondary incident under the negative inﬂuence of a primary incident.
Previously suggested thresholds and measurement parameters provide no universal definition of a secondary incident, regardless of discussions on the topic. To solve this
dilemma, we propose a Bayesian structure equation model to recognize congestion
patterns for road segments using INRIX Data. An adjustment of the boxplot is applied to
capture segments at the tail of the queue and at the head of the queue where secondary
incidents might occur. The resulting contour plot provides temporal–spatial area under
congestion to identify secondary incidents. The likelihood of classiﬁed secondary incidents
are sequentially predicted from the point of incident response to the road clearance. The
prediction performance of the principled Bayesian learning approach to neural networks
outperforms the logistic model. The quality of predictions improve as new information
(e.g. notiﬁcation-arrival of response units, speed) becomes available. A pedagogical rule
extraction approach will improve the ability to understand secondary incidents by extracting comprehensible rules from the neural networks. The symbolic description represents a
series of decisions to assist emergency operators in their decision-making capabilities.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Trafﬁc congestion is a major feature of urban areas around the world. Congestion causes almost every motorist to
experience signiﬁcant delays, which results in wasted time and fuel on the road. Every additional vehicle imposes added
delay on other drivers, resulting in an economic efﬁciency loss due to excessive trafﬁc volumes. Unreliable travel time forces
motorists to begin traveling much earlier than is normal for short-distance commutes. More than 25% of congestion is caused
by nonrecurring events that take away part of the roadway from use. The consequent speed reduction and rubbernecking
provoke additional incidents, which are referred to as secondary incidents. The longer an incident scene is in place, the
greater the likelihood of a secondary incident (Karlaftis et al., 1999). The total time it takes for an incident to be cleared
increases with the occurrence of secondary incidents, and travelers may experience ever-increasing congestion.
To reduce the negative impact of road incidents, it is necessary to efﬁciently manage incident response units (Lou et al.,
2011). However it is difﬁcult to quantify a primary incident’s impact on secondary incidents. Previously suggested thresholds
and measurement parameters provide no universal deﬁnition of a secondary incident, regardless of discussions on the topic.
In addition, an estimation result of trafﬁc states signiﬁcantly depends on performance of data collected from sensors (e.g.
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loop detectors). The speed sensors are prone to various errors caused by malfunctioning and communication failures.
Researchers have tried to overcome the limitations of the unsatisfactory quality of sensor data (e.g. Lao et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, accurately representing the trafﬁc conditions is a challenge (Washington et al., 2003). Trafﬁc management
agencies are faced with dilemma.
We identify negative impacts of primary incidents and predict the occurrence of secondary incidents using INRIX trafﬁc
data. As previous models (e.g. Vlahogianni et al., 2012) consider the spatial and temporal inﬂuences of a primary incident on
road users, our analytical models capture dynamics in trafﬁc congestion and detect potential secondary incidents. We
sequentially predict clearance times considering inﬂuential factors. At each stage, predicted clearance time is used as one
of the factors to predict secondary incident likelihood. A pedagogical rule extraction approach will improve the ability to
understand secondary incidents by extracting comprehensible rules from the model.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The next section will motivate this work with a literature review. The
subsequent sections will provide the reader with models for detecting congestion and secondary incident occurrences, then
with performance results of prediction of secondary incidents. Section 5 will introduce pedagogical interpretation of
prediction models. The paper will end with a short discussion and conclusions (Section 6).

2. Relevant studies
2.1. Impact of trafﬁc incidents
In recent years, the vehicle probe industry has emerged as a viable means to monitor network-wide trafﬁc ﬂow. The
travel time collected from vehicle probe data on the freeway segments generally satisﬁes the requirements of applications
for real-time travel time display (Haghani et al., 2010). This is a new opportunity to use real-time estimations of trafﬁc
congestion caused by incidents. One application of vehicle probe data is proposed by Pack (2013) which deﬁned freeway
segments as congested using ﬁxed threshold. Contrary to this static bottleneck detection approach, we present variable
thresholds for each segment using a clustering and an adjusted boxplot approach. The approach captures the dynamics
of trafﬁc evolution by separating congestion from non-congestion present on the road at the time and place of an identiﬁed
incident.
Estimated delay is caused by the temporal reduction of capacity to the existing trafﬁc conditions due to rubbernecking or
physical impedances in the travel lanes. This impact may lead to one or more secondary incidents. It is important to understand the cause and effect of secondary incidents. According to the National Trafﬁc Incident Management Coalition (2007),
‘‘stuck-by’’ secondary incidents are on the rise. Eighteen percent of trafﬁc fatalities occur as a result of secondary collisions
(Karlaftis et al., 1999). While each step of incident management system is archived to a database, secondary incidents are not
recorded. Trafﬁc Incident Management Performance Measurement (2009) revealed difﬁculties in determining the precise
deﬁnition of secondary accidents. We need a robust deﬁnition of secondary incidents. Since it has a direct inﬂuence on
the result, we cannot exaggerate the importance of accurate deﬁnition.
The identiﬁcation of secondary incidents has focused on representing the temporal and spatial thresholds from the
impact of primary events, and is classiﬁed in two main categories. A static impact area is determined by maximum clearance
length and time (e.g. Moore et al., 2004). Compared to the static thresholds, dynamic thresholds conclude that an incident
should not be classiﬁed as secondary when it occurs far from the primary location of the event without congestion. Different
aspects of dynamic models include:
Simulation modeling. It replicates rubbernecking by proportionally increasing the distances at which the vehicles are following one another. Haghani et al. (2006) initiated the study for dynamic thresholds, identiﬁed from the shockwave that
arises as a consequence of the incident.
Deterministic queuing. It uses the cumulative arrival and departure curve for deterministic estimate of trafﬁc delays and
queue lengths (Khattak et al., 2012). Deterministic queuing for real-time application might be less realistic, since it assumes
exact arrival rate and capacity reduction (Fu and Rilett, 1997).
Closed-circuit television. Visual devices enabled the observation of the progression of the queue formulated at the
upstream. Vlahogianni et al. (2010) deﬁned the spatial–temporal boundary for each secondary crash based on maximum
queue length and the duration induced by the crash. It should be noted, however, archived incident data collection is expensive and as a result may have limited queuing information.
Speed contour plot. The speed threshold algorithm is widely adopted in bottleneck identiﬁcation (Chen et al., 2004).
Automatic Tracking of Moving Trafﬁc Jams (ASDA) was used to capture the propagation of wide moving jam (Li and
Bertini, 2010). Imprialou et al. (2014) used ASDA model for spatiotemporal evolution of trafﬁc ﬂow and the propagation
of the trafﬁc disturbance upstream of the incident. However, relying on loop detector decreases the accuracy of the results.
Congestion caused by crashes may not classify pronounced stop-and-go waves described as wide-moving jams (Schönhof
and Helbing, 2009). Alternatively, Antoniou et al. (2013) argued ASDA model is more appropriate for use in the context of
mesoscopic trafﬁc simulation models. Sun and Chilukuri (2010) marked the end of the varying queue to estimate incident
progression curve. Yang (2013) used a set of threshold values to classify a freeway segment as a congested segment.
Empirically obtained values may be time consuming and difﬁcult to have a robust measurement to apply for other data.
It cannot capture the skewness of the data that may appear at congested freeway sections.
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This paper applies clustering method to speed contour maps with probe vehicle techniques that better capture the
dynamics of trafﬁc evolution during primary events. It is assumed that individual component speeds may model some
underlying set of hidden events with congested condition.
2.2. Trafﬁc incident management
Incident duration comprises two subcategories: response and clearance. Response time is the time between when a
responding agency is notiﬁed and when response units arrive at the scene. Clearance time is the time between when
response units arrive at the scene and when the incident is cleared. Two types of models exist to predict incident duration:
post hoc incident duration models (e.g. Nam and Mannering, 2000) and sequential real-time models (e.g. Khattak et al.,
1995; Wei and Lee, 2007; Pereira et al., 2013).
Prompt response to the scene reduces incident duration. Daskin and Haghani (1984) proposed minimizing the expected
arrival time of response units. Park et al. (in press) found that response time was shorter for incidents that caused greater
impacts on driving conditions. In many cases, state or local police is the ﬁrst to arrive at the incident scene. Upon arrival,
the ﬁrst ofﬁcer on scene assesses the situation and calls for additional resources (e.g. ﬁre, emergency medical service, and
towing and recovery) as needed (Trafﬁc Incident Management Handbook, 2010). For example, Coordinated Highways
Action Response Team (CHART) in Maryland includes pre-stocked trailers to provide readily available trafﬁc control devices
and quick clearance legislation to provide responder authority to remove vehicles and cargo from incident scenes. In many
cases, despite the prompt arrival of ﬁrst responders, the response time of secondary responders still inﬂuences the clearance
operation. Improved integration of secondary responders will reduce incident duration by getting required recovery personnel to the incident site as quickly as possible.
Focusing on the response time of next responders, this paper contributes to sequential prediction of incident duration.
Along with the predicted incident duration, real-time updated trafﬁc conditions at the upstream of the incident location
are used to sequentially indicate the secondary incident likelihood.
Secondary incidents have low sample mean and a small sample size compared with primary incidents. The wide variety
of causes and impacts of non-recurring congestion make it difﬁcult to quantify random and complex incident natures at a
system level. As a result, crash prediction models have been over-ﬁtted and have poor predictive performance. Because accident prediction models are non-normal and functional forms are typically nonlinear, it is shown that R2 is not an appropriate
measure (Miaou et al., 1996). It is difﬁcult to validate secondary incident occurrence and associated delays owing to lack of
ﬁeld data (Khattak et al., 2012). A comparative literature review presented that neural network models perform better than
logit models for classiﬁcation problems (Karlaftis and Vlahogianni, 2011). This paper takes a principled Bayesian learning
approach to neural networks to predict the likelihood of secondary incidents.
2.3. Interpretation of black boxes
Challenges remain in explaining neural networks. No satisfactory interpretation of neural networks’ behavior has been
offered, but they have been regarded as black boxes. A pedagogical rule extraction approach improves the understanding
of secondary incidents by extracting comprehensible rules from the neural networks. However, there are a few shortcomings
of traditional decision tree algorithms (Dietterich et al., 1996). First, decision trees typically have fewer training observations
available for deciding upon the splits or leaf node class labels at lower levels of the trees. Secondly, tree induction algorithms
are unstable. A small addition or deletion of a few samples make the tree induction algorithm radically different. A greedy
splitting selection has no backtracking in the search and is subject to all the risks of hill climbing algorithms, mainly converging to locally optimal solutions. Thirdly, it is difﬁcult to control the size of the trees and sometimes very large trees make
comprehensibility difﬁcult. Pruning may reduce the generalization accuracy of the tree. The users may need different size of
the trees based on decision variables they understand.
This paper uses a rule extraction algorithm (Craven and Shavlik, 1996). The algorithm branches the tree according to the
predicted values by the neural network model so it retains high accuracy while being easy to understand. The extracted decision trees provide a discovery and an explanation of previously unknown relationships present in incident nature. The symbolic description will represent a series of decisions to assist emergency response personnel in decision-making. A user can
simply insert the values for different parameters into a tree and obtain the results.

3. Detection of delay and secondary incidents
3.1. Secondary incident feasibility area
Analytical congestion models present a situation in which road users cannot drive at their desired speed. For example, a
shock wave is characterized by the sudden change in the vehicle speeds downstream of a disturbance. However, the shock
wave formation method does not consider the nonlinearities existing in the queue formation. Another analytical procedure, a
deterministic queuing model, needs a threshold for capacity reduction not suitable for real-time application.
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Instead of subjective boundaries, proximity limits can be determined from the mean occupancy rates of each cell
(Haghani et al., 2006). Deﬁning the boundaries of the impact area from an incident can approximate real trafﬁc conditions
with high density. The characteristics of trafﬁc conditions within the high-density area represent the boundary between the
congested and recovery conditions. This paper adopts the above idea of detecting congestion. The travel speeds of probe
vehicles are represented on trafﬁc message channels (TMC) to account for a feasible area with speed variations near the incident location. Given the speed proﬁles, the analysis of the secondary incidents determines the piece-wise time and space
extent of the feasible region. The hypothetical correlation between the secondary incidents and the primary incidents can
be examined using the time–space evolution of disturbance boundaries while considering the effects of isolated incidents.
The impact of an incident is schematically described in a speed contour map on a speciﬁc day on freeway segments. The
essential idea of estimating the feasibility area is to check each coordinate of congestion boundaries on the contour plot.
The general procedure is summarized as follows and presented in Fig. 4 in the next section.
b s ðtn Þ, for a
Step 1. Build a speed contour plot using speed measurement: Each cell represents speed measurements, V
section s at a time interval, tn .
Step 2. Decide whether each speed cell is in congested or non-congested condition and build a binary speed contour plot. A
red1 dot shaded cell describes congestion speeds affected by incident impact, compared to the distribution of historical
speed measurement, V is ðt n Þ, for ith day of the week (i = 1, 2, . . . , 7 analogous to the day of the week from Monday to
Sunday).
Step 3. Draw boundaries over time. Detect whether each incident is related to primary incidents. From the onset time t1 of a
detected primary incident P, the trafﬁc on each road segment is toward an upstream degrade. A formation of queues
and shockwaves can be observed until the incident is partially cleared at tc or completely cleared at t r , and the
dissipation of the queue to normal trafﬁc conditions can be shown until the trafﬁc condition is fully recovered at
tn . By summing the adjacent dot-shaded areas, the total queue lengths for each interval are estimated. The maximum queue, right before the partial clearance of incident with reopened lane at time t so , can be calculated as
TMCm  TMC1 .

3.2. Bayesian structure equation model
Freeway segments represent bottleneck or congestion in which the actual travel speed drops below 60% of the reference
speed for longer than 5 min (Pack, 2013). Reference speed values are calculated based on the 85th percentile of the observed
speeds on that segment for all time periods, which establishes a reliable proxy for the speed of trafﬁc at free-ﬂow for that
segment. Since the speed variability grows in amplitude while propagating upstream through congested conditions, an identical threshold value for all incidents can cause bias.
Contrary to the above static approach, this paper presents variable criteria to decide whether each road segment is under
a congested or non-congested condition. Speed data is available in as early as 1-min interval from INRIX trafﬁc data, and
using shorter interval may enable microscopic estimation of impact area. Many bottleneck detections are based on 5-min
aggregated data for stable performance of algorithms (Chen et al., 2004; Pack, 2013). In this study, it is assumed that trafﬁc
conditions of each segment have unique patterns for each time interval of 5 min.
To estimate congested regions affected by an incident, a scientiﬁc approach is introduced. This approach provides a visible
interpretation of each speed state and informs the frequency and magnitude. As a side beneﬁt, the interval from the model
b s ðt n Þ is drawn from the distribution of V i ðtn Þ or not. Each incident case has a coefﬁcient of
tells us whether any particular V
s

variations (COV) indicating the variation of speed on the segment during peak hours in a day. Since the mean value of speed
may fall in any range across different segments, the coefﬁcient of variation in speed would be a better indicator compared to
variance itself. If representative speeds on a segment do not change signiﬁcantly, the travel speed does not change during the
peak hour. The lower the speed cell is, the more potential the daily COV has to be under congestion.
Our job is to make sense of this data, even though no one has provided us with correct labels. First, we must make sense of
clustering. Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group are more similar to
each other than to those in other groups. Each data point contains corresponding speed measurements and COV that have
potential to be under congested or non-congested conditions.
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian
component densities (Bishop, 2006). The application of GMM to represent distribution in trafﬁc conditions was motivated by
the intuitive notion that the individual speeds can be grouped by hidden events describing congested or non-congested conditions. Due to unlabeled features to train the GMM, classes are hidden based on the level of services of an observation.
This paper assumes that the speed measurements and coefﬁcient of variations are related to features corresponding to
trafﬁc conditions. The level of services reﬂects general conﬁgurations useful for characterizing congestion identity. In turn,
the spectral shape of the class can be represented by density of the congested or non-congested condition, and variation of
the average spectral shape can be represented by the covariance matrix. Since data is distributed in different areas of the
1

For interpretation of color in Figs. 3 and 4, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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space, we must decide how much weight to give to each group of the networks. The Gaussian density distribution, given N
input vectors, can be written in the form

1

g ðxjl; KÞ ¼

1

2pD=2 jKj1=2



1
exp  ðx  lÞ0 K1 ðx  lÞ
2

where x is a d-dimensional continuous-valued data vector, l is a mean vector, K is a covariance matrix, and jKj denotes the
determinant of K.
A linear superposition of two Gaussians better characterizes the data set. Such superposition, formed by taking linear
combinations of more basic distributions such as Gaussians, can be formulated as probabilistic models known as mixture
distributions. A Gaussian mixture distribution can be written as a weighted sum of M component Gaussian densities as given
by:

PðxjkÞ ¼

K
X

xi gðxjli ; Ki Þ

i¼1

Each Gaussian density g ðxjl; Ki Þ is called a component of the mixture and has its own mean and covariance. The parameter
xi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; MÞ is called a mixing coefﬁcient. If we integrate both sides with respect to x and note that both p(x) and the
individual Gaussian components are normalized, we obtain
K
X

xi ¼ 1

i¼1

Also, the requirements PðxjkÞ P 0; g ðxjl; Ki Þ P 0 implies xi P 0 for all i, and we obtain 0 6 xi 6 1.
Given training vectors and a GMM conﬁguration, we need to estimate the parameters of the GMM, k, to best match the
distribution of the training feature vectors. The most popular and well established method is the maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation. The aim of the ML estimation is to ﬁnd model parameters that maximize the likelihood of the GMM given the
training data. Assuming independence between a sequence of T training vectors X ¼ fx1 ; . . . ; xT g, the GMM likelihood can
be written as

PðXjkÞ ¼

T
Y

pðxT jkÞ

t¼1

ML parameter estimates can be obtained iteratively using Maximum Posteriori estimation. The ﬁrst step is where estimates of the sufﬁcient statistics of the training data are computed for each mixture in the prior model. The second step is
for adaptation; these ‘‘new’’ sufﬁcient statistic estimates are then combined with the ‘‘old’’ sufﬁcient statistics from the prior
mixture parameters using a data-dependent mixing coefﬁcient. The data-dependent mixing coefﬁcient is designed so that
mixtures with high counts of new data rely more on the new sufﬁcient statistics for ﬁnal parameter estimation, and mixtures
with low counts of new data rely more on the old sufﬁcient statistics for ﬁnal parameter estimation. Given a prior model and
training vectors from the desired class, we ﬁrst determine the probabilistic alignment of the training vectors into the prior
mixture components. Then a posteriori probability for component i is given by:

xi gðxjli ; Ki Þ
k¼1 xi gðxjli ; Ki Þ

PðXjkÞ ¼ PM

We then compute the sufﬁcient statistics for the weight, mean and variance parameters.
3.3. An adjusted boxplot model
To test if the congested group has points not under the incident impact, this paper applies an adjusted boxplot method.
This approach deﬁnes a case as an outlier if a given speed cell is outside the data interval.
The boxplot is one of the most frequently used graphic tools for visualizing the distribution of continuous data (Tukey,
1977). It can be constructed by putting a line at the height of the sample median Q 2 , drawing a box from the ﬁrst quartile
Q 1 to the third quartile Q 3 . The length of this box equals the inter-quartile range, IQR ¼ Q 3  Q 1 , as a robust measure of the
scale. All points outside the interval can be classiﬁed as potential incident cases.

½Q 1  1:5 IQR; Q 3 þ 1:5 IQR
However, observations outside the fence are not necessary real incident cases that behave differently from the majority of
the data. At thick-tailed symmetric distributions, many regular observations will exceed the outlier cutoff values, whereas
data from thin-tailed distributions will hardly exceed the fence (Hoaglin et al., 1983). We use the medcouple (MC) to measure the skewness of a univariate sample from a continuous distribution F,

MC ¼ med hðxi ; xj Þ
xi 6Q 2 6xj
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for all xi – xj , kernel function h is deﬁned as


hðxi ; xj Þ ¼


xj  Q 2  ðQ 2  xi Þ
xj  x i

The medcouple always lies between 1 and 1. A distribution skewed to the right has a positive medcouple, whereas a
distribution skewed to the left has a negative medcouple. We use the exponential model in the deﬁnition of our adjusted
boxplot to deﬁne the boundaries of the interval.

½Q 1  hl ðMCÞ IQR; Q 3 þ hu ðMCÞ IQR
Additionally, we require that hl ð0Þ ¼ hu ð0Þ ¼ 1:5 to obtain the standard boxplot at symmetric distributions. Note that by
using different functions hl and hu , we allow the fence to be asymmetric around the box so that adjustment for skewness
is possible. To decrease potential outliers of the model, lower values of a and b are preferred. For a simple application, we
considered fence given by a = 3.5 and b ¼ 3:5 as suggested by Hubert and Vandervieren (2008).

hl ðMCÞ ¼ 1:5eaMC ;

hu ðMCÞ ¼ 1:5ebMC

We can deﬁne speed at section i at time tn : Si ðt n Þ, and consider if Si ðt n Þ 6 Q 1  hl ðMCÞ IQR: under crash impact area;
Si ðt n Þ > Q 1  hl ðMCÞ IQR: free-ﬂow area. A continuous region affected by crashes can be described and used for identifying
secondary crashes.
3.4. Detection results
The model was developed with travel speeds from a 51-mile section of the I-695 corridor, beginning in the MD-150/
Eastern Blvd/Exit 38, and ending at the MD-151/North Point Blvd/Exit 40. Because of local commute patterns, the highest
demand and congestion appear during peak hours. This corridor was selected because of the density of trafﬁc message
channel (TMC) sections, the availability of continuous probe vehicle travel speeds at 5-min intervals, and the frequency of
non-recurrent congestion.
Data from the Vehicle Probe Project comes primarily from the vehicles operating as anonymous probes. The pooling
capacity of the probe vehicles detectors deﬁning the time slices accuracy is considered as 5 min. Meaningful travel time
information for each TMC segment is achieved after data processing methods of aggregation, ﬁltering and smoothing.
INRIX assigns a quality indicator to each travel time record based on real-time GPS tracks (a score of 30), archival data (a
score of 10) or a combination of both (a score of 20). Only qualities satisfying a score of more than 20 are used here.
The incident data along I-695 corridor are investigated. In total, 1150 incidents (e.g., fatality, personal injury, and property
damage) from October 2012 to September 2013 are collected and regarded as candidates for primary-secondary incident
pairs. Based on incident location, trafﬁc data from TMC codes are used to present the trafﬁc state of each segment. The
archived incident and probe vehicle database are provided by Center for Advanced Transportation Technology Laboratory
(CATT Lab) at the University of Maryland.
The GMM is used to divide the population into subgroups. The TMC segment 110-04523 is used for illustration. Note that
a TMC segment in a speciﬁc time with speed information has not been labeled as being in a congested or non-congested condition. We classify each event based on an estimate of the proportion of the population that lies in each group. In Fig. 1, the
proportion of congested condition in the population is estimated to be 0.619. The posterior distribution in the window shows
that the proportion of events belonging in the non-congested group is certainly between 0.45 and 0.75. There is a high probability that the proportion is between 0.55 and 0.65. Comparatively, the proportion of the congested group is around 0.381. If
label switching, an abrupt shift in the trace plot between groups, occurs during iteration, posterior distribution may not provide a meaningful estimate in a mixture modeling analysis. Label switching did not occur during 58,000 iterations of the
MCMC algorithm.
A total of 126 speed cases on Fridays for 29 months are analyzed. In Table 1, it is clear that the ﬁrst six cases are placed in
congested group with a probability of one, while the seventh case lies in non-congested group with a probability of one.
However, case 111 has a lower conﬁdence level (shaded cell). We need to make those confusing data clear. It can be argued
that this phenomenon is not a major problem in exploratory data analysis. On the contrary, the observations outside of the
fence give an additional graphical indication of the shape of the distribution. Unfortunately, classical methods do not distinguish between ‘potential’ outliers and ‘real’ outliers.
We pick congested group for our distribution analysis and present how a proposed adjusted boxplot deﬁnes speed data
compared to other methodologies. From the normal quantile plot in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the distribution of speed is
right skewed due to recurring congestion at peak hours, with relatively high MC value, which equals 0.12. If a distribution
describes less congestion, the data will be more symmetric. The smaller value of MC will slightly affect the fence therefore
the adjusted boxplots are very similar to the standard boxplot.
Pack’s (2013) theory deﬁnes three cases congested because their values are larger than 60% of reference speed. It considers a constant threshold for all cases without the observation of data. Consequently, this static method incorrectly deﬁnes a
congested case as a non-congested case. In the standard boxplot, it can be seen that underlying distribution is skewed to the
right. The median does not lie in the middle of the box and the lower bound is much smaller than the upper bound. Here, two
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Fig. 1. Posterior distribution of a population proportion.

Table 1
Posterior predictive distributions (TMC110-04523, Fridays, 4:30 p.m.).

Fig. 2. A comparison of Pack (2013), standard, and the adjusted boxplot approaches.

observations exceed the upper bound. Clearly, it would be incorrect to classify them as not congested segments. Proposed
adjusted boxplot yields a more accurate representation of the data. The upper bound has become much larger and now
reﬂects better the skewness of the underlying distribution. As a result, the proposed adjusted boxplot causes fewer observations outside of the boundary. Potential secondary incidents occurring at the tail of the queue or at the head of the queue due
to large differences in speed can be accurately captured.
Considering the potential inﬂuence of outliers in our model, a contour map can be described using the information from
each cell being grouped to congested or non-congested cluster. To facilitate the illustration of secondary incident phenomena, 5-min intervals of speed contour plots from onset of incident to recovery are investigated. As shown in Fig. 3, a speed
contour map for I-695 corridor (Thursday, September 26, 2013) is developed. The length of the queue for each time interval
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Fig. 3. Detection of secondary incidents.

is interpreted from trafﬁc speed contour plots by adding the length of each road segment associated with the bottleneck. Red
cells represent temporal–spatial area under congestion.
There are four incidents on the map. First, an incident, labeled as 1, which occurred at Exit 13 at 3:14 p.m., is deﬁned as a
primary incident. Incident 1, which involved a two-vehicle collision with injuries, caused a three-lane closure and a
5-operation-unit deployment to clear the scene. Vehicles upstream of the incident are in a slow-moving queue because
following vehicles suffer from congestion with trafﬁc conditions rapidly deteriorating from normal driving speed to stopand-go trafﬁc. The speed reduction from the primary incident may have had an impact on the possibility of secondary
incident, labeled as 2, which occurred at the Exit 20 at 5:19 p.m. This may have made the period of congestion even longer
and caused an additional secondary incident, labeled as 3, which occurred at the Exit 23 at 5:45 p.m. While the above secondary incidents occurred in the same direction as the primary incident, there is an additional secondary incident, labeled as
4, which occurred in the opposite direction at the Exit 7 at 5:52 p.m. However, incident 3, outside of the inﬂuence of primary
incident, is not identiﬁed as a secondary incident. The dissipation pattern in opposite direction of primary incident follows
dissipation type 1 (Imprialou et al., 2014), and incident 3 is classiﬁed false secondary incident. When drivers pass the incident, they may speed up to normal driving speed or even free-ﬂow speed. When the speeds of vehicles return to normal after
an incident, the queue has dissipated. Trafﬁc ﬂow conditions will return to normal.
An incident’s characteristics indicate different rubbernecking phenomena that perpetuates in the impact area with different intensities depending on the cross and longitudinal location with respect to the incident. Especially, in this larger scale
event, multiple secondary incidents have a higher likelihood of occurrence, and their clearance takes longer.
Compared to static threshold methods in previous studies, the probe-based ﬁltering method has superiority. Including
the methods proposed by Raub (1997); Moore et al. (2004) and Zhan et al. (2008), only the proposed method can capture
incidents 2 as secondary incidents. Moreover, incident 3 in the opposite direction can be identiﬁed in the method proposed
by this paper and Moore et al. (2004).
Overall, it was difﬁcult to conﬁgure the formation and dissipation of the inﬂuence areas upstream of an accident. Table 2
shows the total number and percentage of secondary incidents detected by each method respectively. We believe our proposed method describes a real inﬂuential area with a good level of certainty, to the extent permitted by the quality of vehicle
probe data.
The number of secondary incidents detected by proposed method was 125 out of 1150 incidents. The number of false
detected secondary and primary incidents are calculated and presented by comparing the results of each method to the
results of the proposed method.
An important outcome of the analysis is that all tested methods tend to wrongly characterize independent incidents as
secondary incidents (false detected secondary incidents), or miss others that were secondary incidents (false detected primary incidents). False detected secondary incidents are common for methods that use predeﬁned static thresholds. The main
reason for these errors is that static methods do not account for trafﬁc conditions upstream of incidents. Another reason is
that the spatial and temporal size of the inﬂuence area suggested by these methods is often quite larger than the real
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Table 2
Performance comparison of secondary incidents detection.
Models

Secondary incidents

False detected secondary incidents

False detected primary incidents

Proposed method
Raub (1997)
Zhan et al. (2008)
Moore et al. (2004)

125
110
133
143

–
0
6
13

–
15
2
5

inﬂuence area’s boundaries. As a result, incidents that have no relation with a prior incident can possibly be detected as
secondary.

4. Prediction of secondary incidents occurrences
4.1. Sequential prediction of clearance time
Predictions of secondary incident likelihoods depend on accurate clearance-duration characterization, and clearanceduration depends on response-unit arrival time. Previous studies considered response time to be the time between when
the responding agency was notiﬁed and when the ﬁrst response-unit arrived at the scene. However, as Fig. 4 shows, if
the ﬁrst response unit (e.g. local police) is insufﬁcient to clear the incident, clearance duration is extended until a second
or greater response-unit (e.g. CHART units) arrives.
In sequential prediction, each stage of prediction evaluates the response-units present, and notiﬁed. In Fig. 5, at the initial
prediction, CHART and Fireboard have been notiﬁed, but have not arrived. At the second update, the CHART and Fireboard
have yet not arrived, and the updated prediction is equal to the initial prediction. At the 3rd update, CHART and Fireboard
have arrived, but a third response unit has been notiﬁed and is in transit. The prediction of clearance time is updated
accordingly.
The ANOVA test (Table 3) shows that there is a statistical difference in clearance time when combinations of response
units are delayed (F(8, 1146) = 67.458, p = 0.000). A turkey post hoc test reveals that the time to clear the incident is
statistically signiﬁcantly longer when









Arrival of the ﬁrst CHART unit is delayed (29.6 ± 1.9 min, p = .000).
Fireboard or towing are delayed (41.4 ± 1.9 min, p = .000).
First, second CHART unit are delayed (44.4 ± 2.3 min, p = .000).
First CHART unit, Fireboard, and towing are delayed (74.8 ± 2.0 min, p = .000).
Second CHART unit, Fireboard, and towing are delayed (50.5 ± 2.0 min, p = .000).
First, second CHART unit, ﬁreboard, towing are delayed (116.4 ± 1.8 min, p = .000).
Clearance is delayed without CHART unit (42.8 ± 3.5 min, p = .000).
Compared to no responding delay (15.9 min).

The distribution of clearance time ﬁts a lognormal distribution. In this study, we applied a logarithmic transformation to
approximate the distribution to a normal distribution during the training process, then we reconverted the values to the
original.
This response delay is one of the factors of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression for basic, one time and sequential
prediction of incident duration. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used to measure the prediction accuracy. Contributing factors
are (the numbers in parentheses present the code for the tree in Section 5).











Number of lanes blocked (BL): 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Time of day (TOD): peak (1), day non-peak (2), night non-peak (3).
Trafﬁc operation center (TOC): TOC 4 (1), AOC (2), SOC (3).
Number of involved vehicles (NUM): 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Truck Involvement (TK): no (1), one truck (2), more than one truck (3), truck overturn (4).
Location (AREA): Exit 1–5 (1); Exit 6–10 (2); Exit 11–13 (3); Exit 14–18 (4); Exit 19–26 (5); Exit 27–31 (6); Exit 32–40 (7).
Incident (TYPE): collision (1), injury (2), fatality (3).
Response delay type (DY): 0–8, as described in Table 3.
Require ﬁreﬁghter (FIRE): yes (1), no (2).
Severity (SEV): just off ramp closed (1), normal (2), guardrail damaged (3).

Two one-time prediction model differ in their use of response delay: basic prediction model and the proposed prediction
model. The basic prediction model does not use response delay for the prediction (MAE = 15.2 min). The proposed prediction
model uses a delay-adjusted incident duration, the time that second and next response units spend in transit
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Fig. 4. Sequential forecasting framework (CATTLab).

Fig. 5. MAPE performance of models.

Table 3
One-Way ANOVA (post hoc tests).
Delay caused by

Mean-difference

Std. error

Sig.

Lower bound

Upper bound

Without delay
First CHART unit
Second CHART unit
Fireboard, towing
First, second CHART unit
Second CHART unit, Fireboard, towing
First CHART unit, Fireboard, towing
First, second CHART unit, ﬁreboard, towing
Without CHART unit

13.7
14.4
25.5
28.6
58.9
34.6
100.6
27.0

2.3
7.0
2.9
4.5
10.6
3.1
5.6
4.0

0.000
0.495
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

20.8
36.1
34.2
42.7
91.9
44.4
117.9
39.4

6.6
7.2
16.9
145
26.1
24.9
83.2
14.5
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(MAE = 14.3 min). In previous research, error lower than 15 min is difﬁcult to predict (e.g. Pereira et al., 2013), but the
proposed model makes the prediction more useful.
Sequential models update predictions periodically, e.g. every 10 min. At each reevaluation point, we also obtain observed
value. The quality of predictions should improve as new information becomes available (e.g. response-unit arrival after travel time and damage to freeway infrastructure from trafﬁc management center communications).
In Fig. 5, we present the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) diagram through time. More outliers, which may cause
more prediction errors, are observed in duration lower than 5 min. It origins from the lack of incident information at the
beginning, but the model will have updated information as time goes to the end of incident clearance. The model has better
performance after 10 min.
We turn our interest to prediction of secondary incident likelihoods in the next section.
4.2. Sequential prediction of secondary incident likelihood
4.2.1. Bayesian neural networks (BNN)
The complex interactions among factors affecting prediction performance make modeling secondary incident likelihoods
challenging. This section presents non-parametric models using secondary incidents classiﬁed in Section 3.4. Traditional
neural networks are trained to get a set of weights that minimize the error between the target values and network outputs.
Back-propagation neural network (BPNN) models can ﬁt the incident data with high precision, as proved by Wei and Lee
(2007). Although BPNN has a good training result, it sometimes provides testing values with unacceptable variances. A principled Bayesian learning approach to neural networks is used in this paper to predict secondary incidents more accurately
and robustly than current neural networks models. The main difference between Bayesian neural networks (BNN) and BPNN
is the variable structure of the BNN and ﬁxed structure of the BPNN. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) type of neural
networks are used.
Let fðx1 ; y1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; yn Þg be a set of incident data. Link function f B ðxi ; hÞ can be obtained by parameters ap , the parameter
for the weights between the input layer, the bias, and the output layer with normal prior distribution; bj , the parameter for
the weights between hidden layer and output layer; cjh , the parameter for the weights between the input layer, the bias, and
the hidden layer; P, the input dimension; and M, the maximum number of hidden neurons speciﬁed by the user. xik is the kth
element of the ith input. The link function is as follows:
p
p
m
X
X
X
f B ðxi ; hÞ ¼ ao þ
ðak xik Þ þ
bj  tanh cjo þ
cjk xik
i¼1

j¼1

!

j¼1

Probabilistic learning models can be deﬁned as a conditional distribution PðyjxÞ for an output y, given the input vector x,
and a standard deviation ri . They are as follows:

PðyjxÞ ¼

Y
i

^i Þ2
1
ðyi  y
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp
2r2i
2pri

!

The objective in the Bayesian approach is to ﬁnd the predictive distribution for the target values in a new test case

xnþ1 ; ynþ1 , given the input for that case and the targets and the inputs for the training cases. This distribution is obtained
by integrating the predictions of the model with respect to the posterior distribution of the network parameters and is
shown below.




P ynþ1 jxnþ1 ; ðx1 ; y1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; yn Þ ¼

Z



P ynþ1 jxnþ1 ; h Pðhjðx1 ; y1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; yn ÞÞdh

Pðhjðx1 ; y1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; yn ÞÞ is the posterior distribution of h given observed incident data ðxn ; yn Þ. The posterior distribution for
these parameters is proportional to the product of the prior distribution and the likelihood function, and it varies during
^i ) is given
training in response to how well a particular set of weights model the data. The predicted clearance time value (y
by:

^i ¼
y

Z

f

ðxi ; hÞ  P ðhjðx1 ; y1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; yn ÞÞdh

B

The posterior distributions h in case of multilayer perceptrons are complex, and above integrals are difﬁcult to evaluate.
The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been used to simulate the distribution of states of a system with
combinatorial inference problems. However, the Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) techniques (called Hamiltonian Monte Carlo),
which integrate molecular dynamics approaches and MCMC, perform better than traditional MCMC algorithms in highdimensional, continuous, correlated spaces (Neal, 2010). The HMC method is used in this paper to approximate the integral
by sampling the posterior distribution of the models. Hamilton’s equations, which come from classical mechanics and
assume that one can calculate the instantaneous position and momentum of a particle, are applied for the HCM. The
Hamiltonian function operates on a d-dimensional position vector q and a d-dimensional momentum vector p so that the
full state space has 2d dimensions,
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Hðq; pÞ ¼ U ðqÞ þ K ðpÞ
where U ðqÞ is called the potential energy. Potential energy is deﬁned to be negative of the log probability density of the
distribution for q that we wish to sample, plus any constant that is convenient. K ðpÞ, the kinetic energy, is deﬁned as

K ðpÞ ¼ pT M1 p=2
Here, M is a symmetric, positive-deﬁnite ‘‘mass matrix,’’ a typically diagonal scalar multiple of the identity matrix. This is an
elaborate Metropolis Hastings Monte Carlo method that makes efﬁcient use of gradient information to reduce random walk
behavior. The Metropolis hastings deﬁnes the Markov chain where the new sample Wðn þ 1Þ is generated from the old sample WðnÞ by ﬁrst generating a candidate state from a proposed distribution and then deciding whether or not to accept the
candidate state. The HMC combines the Metropolis hastings algorithm with sampling techniques based on a dynamic simulation, allowing us to incorporate gradient information from the distribution of interest. The gradient indicates the direction
one should go to ﬁnd states with high probability, and it can be calculated relatively easily for neural networks using error
back-propagations. For details on the algorithm, readers can refer to Neal (2010).
4.2.2. Model results
Secondary incident occurrence is predicted using the BNN model, and compared with a Binary Logit model. One-time and
sequential-prediction models are investigated using the nine variables, except for response delay type, in the clearance time
prediction. In addition, the following four variables are added. Trafﬁc condition variables were found to inﬂuence signiﬁcantly the probability of having a secondary incident (Vlahogianni et al., 2012). In contrast to Vlahogianni et al.’s (2012)
models, this study uses sequentially predicted clearance duration to predict the probability of having a secondary incident.
The parenthesis present the code for the tree (Section 5).





Trafﬁc condition of the ﬁrst upstream (FI): congested (1), not congested (2).
Trafﬁc condition of the second upstream (SE): congested (1), not congested (2).
If the incident caused the trafﬁc congestion (CTC): no (1), yes (2).
Predicted clearance duration (CL): 0–5 (1), 5–10 (2), 10–20 (3), 20–30 (4), 30–40 (5), 40–50 (6), 50–60 (7), 60–70 (8),
70–80 (9), 80+ (10).

The MATLAB and modiﬁed NETLAB toolbox were used to implement the BNN. HMC return 100 samples to form the posterior probability. For each run, the average computing time for was 49 s (Core 2 Duo 3.00 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory). For
optimal setting of the models, numbers are chosen after obtaining results from many tests that involved trying potential
combinations of parameters. The BNN model employs Hyperbolic tangent transfer function for the hidden units with 1 hidden layer, 11 hidden units, and Softmax transfer function for the output units. It is well known that each running multiple
neural networks may produce different results. Thus neural network models were run 10 independent times to get average
performance. To evaluate temporal transferability of the models, we randomly split the data into two parts: 70% of the data
set for training and 30% for testing set.
Table 4 presents that performance was improved when we considered trafﬁc condition factor in our prediction. When
transition of upstream trafﬁc condition to congestion occurs within primary incident duration, it increases the chance of
secondary incident occurrences. For more realistic situation, predicted duration value is required, which is not signiﬁcantly
different from observed incident duration. Table 4 shows the BNN model outperforms the Logit model. This can be explained
by the fact that Bayesian methods update network parameters using the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, and improve the
generalization ability of neural networks without compromising their nonlinear approximation ability.
In Fig. 6, we sequentially tested the prediction performance using trained BNN. The proportion of false predicted primary
incidents continuously decreases as new information (e.g. trafﬁc condition upstream) updates, until the clearance stage
becomes more than 60 min. However, after 60-min clearance duration, both errors increase resulting in prediction performance as low as the clearance duration less than 5 min. The increase in error stems from relatively smaller sample size
of secondary incidents after 60 min. The proportion of false predicted secondary incidents increases as trafﬁc conditions
become more congested. Since it takes time for a secondary incident to occur after primary incident (Ng et al., 2013), we will
have better predictions after information is updated. Without updating required information, accuracy will not improve by
time. Secondary incidents are more likely to occur when clearance duration is between 10 min and 20 min, or more than
75 min.
5. Pedagogical interpretation of secondary incidents
Even if a trained model has learned interesting and possibly universal approximation properties, these relationships are
encoded incomprehensibly as weight vectors and cannot easily support the generation of scientiﬁc theories. A decision
tree is appealing when a good understanding of the process is essential because it has self-explained properties rooted in
the structure. Previous incident duration studies have used decision trees to discover patterns in a given incident data
set. Most of them are translated into if-then-else rules. This paper uses a pedagogical rule extraction approach, called
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Table 4
Comparison of one time prediction models with different conditions.
Models (MAE)

BNN
Logit

With trafﬁc condition

Without trafﬁc condition

Predicted duration

Observed duration

Predicted duration

15.6 %
20.8 %

14.9 %
–

25.6 %
–

Fig. 6. MAPE performance of models with different stages of clearance duration.

TREPAN (Craven and Shavlik, 1996), to improve understanding of the secondary incidents by extracting comprehensible
rules from the neural networks.
TREPAN accurately represents the network from which the rules are extracted, becoming a useful tool for eliciting comprehensible representation of neural networks. The main difference between TREPAN and the Classiﬁcation and Regression
Tree (CART) is that CART builds a tree from the original data while TREPAN branches the tree according to the predicted values by the neural network model. Therefore, our decision tree retains good prediction performance of the actual neural
networks.
Instead of using the original training observations, the TREPAN re-labels training data according to the classiﬁcations
made by the network. The re-labeled data set is then used to initiate the tree-growing process. Training data become
enriched with additional training instances, which are then also labeled by the neural network itself. The network is thus
used as an oracle to answer class membership queries about artiﬁcially generated data points. Additional data from oracle
provides higher predictive accuracy as the nodes lack sufﬁcient data with the increase in tree size.
The process of expanding a node in TREPAN uses a best-ﬁrst expansion so that as it adds each node it tries to maximize
the gain in ﬁdelity of the tree to the network that it is trying to model; a splitting test is selected for the node; and a child is
created for each outcome of the test. Each child is either made a leaf of the tree or put into the queue for future expansion.
Readers are referred to Craven and Shavlik (1996) for a more detailed description about expansion, splitting, stopping and
pruning of the algorithm.
The parameters are set as follows: at least 200 instances (training examples plus queries) are considered before selecting
each split; signiﬁcance level for comparing M-of-N tests are set to 0.05; maximum tree size is set to 35 internal nodes, which
is the size of a complete binary tree of depth six. The extracted tree showed high ﬁdelity (90.9%) to the network from which
they were generated, resulting 25 total nodes and 13 leaves.
Let’s assume that we have three main contributors for secondary incidents: location, time of day, and type. Then, we can
build a decision tree using ‘‘If-Then-Else’’, commonly used in CART (Fig. 7).
The label ‘‘True’’ indicates that the relevant entailment holds; the label ‘‘False’’ indicates that relevant entailment fails to
hold. Incidents having different natures and characteristics are associated with different contributing factors. Contributing
factors vary, occurring in different combinations per each incident. Extracted decision trees are simpler than complex
CART for expressing rules. Fig. 8 illustrates ‘‘If-Then-Else’’ statements can be transformed to ‘‘M-of-N’’ rule corresponding
to the second node in the left. Extracted decision trees are presented in the M-of-N rule, which has three Boolean features,
location, time of day, and type. Two of {(Location (area 3) = Exit 11, or 12, or 13), (Time of Day = peak hour), and (Type
(1) = Collision with property damage)} is logically equivalent to {(Location = Exit 11, or 12, or 13) and (Time of Day = peak
hour)} or {(Location = Exit 11, or 12, or 13) and (Type = Collision with property damage)} or {(Time of Day = peak hour)
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Fig. 7. Extracted If-Then-Else rules for second split from decision tree.

and (Type = Collision with property damage)}. If this condition is satisﬁed, we reach the leaf node which is classiﬁed to class
2 (secondary incident). The occurrence of secondary incidents (SI) is predicted to be 70.5% (173 among total 200 incidents).
In addition to this simple structure, Fig. 9 provides full version of the decision tree. Each node is assigned a priority,
deﬁned to be the proportion of examples misclassiﬁed by the node (Craven and Shavlik, 1996). To decide how to partition
the part of the instance space by the internal node, the M-of-N search uses information gain as its heuristic evaluation function. The result is the greatest information gain for each node (e.g., for example, the second node has information gain:
6.407149e2 and priority: 0.046611). The numbers assigned to #class 2 (141/111) represent real/false examples reaching
that node.

Fig. 8. Extracted decision tree from prediction of secondary incident occurrences.
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Fig. 9. Full version of decision tree.

It is clear that ‘‘If-Then-Else’’ statements have more decision points; as a result, the M-of-N expressions better facilitate
comprehensibility of the tree. In this way, TREPAN reduces the tree depth compared to the ‘‘If-Then Rules’’ statements used
in the CART. Thus, the TREPAN rules are straightforward to code in any incident management software. Trafﬁc operators can
easily understand the TREPAN outputs by following the branches related to the conditions of variables. Moreover, this tool
can also generate predictions when only partial information is available, since each node can generate the maximum likelihood estimation of how long the incident may last. This information may contribute to the accurate selection of appropriate
emergency response units.
The decision rules are cast in a form that appear to be particularly suitable for the representation of an incident that
requires quick and concise action. Since each incident is different, the sequence of individual responder actions depends
upon a variety of factors, such as who arrives ﬁrst on scene, the severity of the incident, and the surrounding trafﬁc
conditions, among others.
6. Conclusion and future study
Modern data collection technologies enable us to look into critical factors of incident durations and establish an incident
management plan. We contribute to the literature on estimation of incident impacts and incident detection by using probe
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vehicle techniques, which generally satisfy the applications for real-time travel time display. The integration of trafﬁc and
incident database enabled us to look into critical factors for incident impacts and capture the dynamics of trafﬁc evolution
during the primary incident. Compared to static methods in previous studies, the dynamic ﬁltering method has a better
result in identifying secondary incidents. The proposed model can be applied to real transportation cases once we build a
universal acceptance of a deﬁnition and corresponding set of parameters of secondary incidents. Smartphone application
helps drivers navigate around road closures and get where they need to be. If the likelihood of secondary incidents is high,
notiﬁcations like ‘‘watch out’’ could make driving safer.
On a real-time basis, the secondary incident likelihood is sequentially predicted as new parameters are updated. The
update of real-time information reveals clearance progress, queue formation, and trafﬁc recovery. Proposed methodology
can be applied to any freeway segments in which speed information is available. Since vehicle probe technology is increasingly becoming more attractive for real-time system state estimation, and it is a common practice for data-providers to
report data on TMC codes, we hope more accurate sources of trafﬁc data are available. Including more incidents in a larger
network will improve the accuracy of the results.
In this study, artiﬁcial intelligence based on the Bayesian inference is used to design real-life pattern recognition problems of the likelihood of secondary incidents accurately and efﬁciently. Bayesian neural networks have shown promise to
provide superior prediction performance compared to other tools. The integration of the Bayesian neural network with an
algorithm to extract knowledge from the trained networks takes an advantage of ‘both worlds’ to an incident management
coordinator attempting to make predictions of a detected incident and understand it. In contrast with shortcomings of traditional decision tree, the TREPAN embeds not only higher predictive accuracy with data re-labeling from developed Bayesian
neural networks and additional data using an oracle, but it also provides improved comprehensibility with simpler M-of-N
rule expression. Accurate and understandable information provided by the tool may help emergency operators make better
decisions, and it may maximize the effectiveness of incident management. It also highlights potential areas for improvement
and allocates more resources.
This paper focuses on robust secondary incident identiﬁcations compared to traditional static method, rather than
performance evaluation of secondary incident detection compared to dynamic method. However, future research includes
a comparison against ASDA model (Kerner et al., 2004), deterministic queue estimations, and simulation models. While current methods are based on vehicle probe data, deterministic queuing methods will be based on vehicle arrival and departure
from loop detector data.
The developed model can be extended to analyze relative signiﬁcance of the different input variables to the performance
of the secondary incident prediction model (see Vlahogianni et al., 2012; Park et al., 2015 revision). These information can be
used to reveal mutual relationship between incidents at each site. Based on dependences on each location, secondary
incidents can be considered in emergency response policy (Park et al., 2015 revision). Revealing the cost of secondary
incidents is essential for convincing emergency planners to take into account secondary incidents when they design incident
management systems. Accurate and understandable information provided by the tool may help emergency operators make
better decisions and maximize the effectiveness of incident management.
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